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Short answer questions Answe,,,,,,,. l que-Siie ac,,.-.! rries 1 mark.
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'1. Write the mathematical definitiorlof lhe one-dimensional Dirac delta function.
: -,

2. Will the electrostatic energy obby a $erposithn principle ? Justify your
answer. ''ir

:' .:. ,

3. What do you mean by the lineaf dielectric ?

4. Explain the term "induced dipoles." 'r,

5. Express the vector potential of a magnetic dipole in terms of magnetic dipole
moment. '; ' ., it,i ,r.,!" 
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6. How is the magnetic susceptibilitieialiibb-th rugn"tization and pbrmeability

of the material ? (6x1=6)

PART _ B

' Short essay questions. Answer any six questions. Each carries 2 marks.

7. Discuss the electrostatic boundary conditions.

8. With the help of the superposition principle, obtain the expression for force on
a test charge Q due to a collection of discrete poini charges.
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9' Derive an expression for how much work it takes to charge the capacitor up to
a final amount of charge e.

" 10' The presence of a charge inside a cavity in a solid conductor willcommunicate
its presence to the outside world. Explain.

11' Derive an expression for the force acting on a pofar molecute when it is placed
in a non-uniform electric field.

12. Exptain the terms rufaee.:lrreirid;h$i$j.f,,,g votp.mg- current density, J.

13' How does the Amper"'r' p[ to magneti;eo ,tiiteriars z

14. What do you mean by the tedounO surface current ?,"r=-il1 : ..r 
--,',.lI- -'

probrems. Answr-- -i-. r^---- - 
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-ar any fou, qre&i:ons. Ea"eh caryils 3 marks.
l

15. Find the potentll,l:r,0". a u?lprmV,"l?r-q=*=-g=*=ojl here whose radius is R
and whose totar charge is q. use intinity as your reference point.

16' Find the electric field of adistance z algvg tne miopoint of a straight-line segment
of length 2L that carries i uliform lile cfrarOe l. .

17' consider two concentric spherical s"hglls, or'tioii a and o. suppore the inner
one carries a charge q and the outer one carries a charge _ q (both of them
uniformly distributed over the surface). calculate the energy of this configuration.

18' suppose the field inside a farge piece of dielectric is Eo, so that the efectric
displacement is Do = 'o Eo + P. Now a smallsphericalcavity is holfowed out of
the materiaf' Find the field at the center of the cavity in terms of Eo and p. Also
find the displacement at the center of the cavity in terms of Do and p . Assume
the polarization is "trozen in," so it doesn't change when the cavity is excavated.

19. Derive the continuity equation.

tlillflilililililililililtf ililtlililtftftfilllfll

(6x2=12)
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20' Athickslab extending tromz=-a.to.z = 1;r (and infinite in the x and y directions)carries a uniform vofume current J = Ji: (as shown in the tigure). Find themagnetic field, as a function of z, both inside and outside the slab.

1-,, .. ,,,'.,--- , :,: ', . i-.,. - -".-- (4X3=12)- .. ''-'l:. r .....:: .i- .',,-, . _ PAHT_D ,.,, _

Long Essay. Answer any two queilions ea* carries 5 marks.

21' State Gauss's law in electrostatic uno 
"*prosit 

isH differentialform. Find theelectric field produced by an inf,!ll,, pla.ne sheet carrying a uniform surfacecharge density o' Also.find the direction ano,,....1pagnitude of the electric field inbetween two such sheets having equar ,no opporiie unrtorm ;h;r;;;;nsities ro.
22. Explain the term polarization. Dr

apotarizedJr";i#;#;:i:",il:Xil".,THJT"ffi :,ffi [:T:ffi lg
23' Disc0ss the *919". o{ charged particles in a uniformsleqtric field at right anglesto the magnetic field: ; ,

24' Derive the relationg ne;cpgnge.in orbital dipnb mom*oi'of.an atomic orbitdue to a.magnetic iieto. - 
,--l , . 

-r'- ' =.'.* -' - :'-' (2x5=10)


